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Chinese Tea Ceremony Wedding

In a modern Chinese wedding, Chinese tea ceremony wedding is the most significant event. The
marriage tea ceremony during a Chinese wedding is performed when all of the members of the
family are present.
Chinese tea ceremony receptions are a valuable cultural institution, since every tea has a story,
with an origin, history and arrival. There are many things to consider when serving tea which are
choose the best tea, relaxed confidence, water and tea ware.
Sign of respect at a Chinese wedding, serving tea, China’s national drink is. This tradition as an
important part of their special day is always included of many couples. The bridge serves tea
privately to her family at Chinese tea wedding ceremonies in the morning before the wedding; it is a
symbol of gratitude.
More practice of tea ceremony so you can learn the steeping difference for each serving of tea. For
the tea ceremony, specific traditional Chinese sweet teas are the best choice, because of the good
connotations of their names. Red date’s tea and the lotus seeds are the first choice, which signifies
that the newlyweds will bear children quickly and continuously meaning lots of grandchildren for
their parents. Represent a dragon, longans and red dates tea is another favorite that represents a wish
for having male children.
As an act of respect and gratitude for all their love and care, very early in the morning of her
wedding day, the bridge may choose to serve tea to both of her parents at home. Held in the
morning, the Chinese tea ceremony love for the groom’s family is traditionally. Done in the
afternoon is usually for the bridge’s family when the bridge and groom have completed the bride’s
home visit.
In traditional Chinese tea ceremony, the general rule being practices is to position the bridge on the
left side and the groom on the right side as they serve tea. Kneel in front of the relatives being
served; they and all sit in chairs. The bridge kneels in front of her father-in-law, as the couples serve
tea to the groom’s parents, while the groom kneels in front of his mother. As a sign of respect, they
hold the teacups with both hands.
Use a teapot made from unglazed Yixing clay for authenticity. The unglazed clay absorbs oils from
the tea. To enhance tea’s flavor, use mineral-rich water, perfect water’s pH should be 7.9.
Ref.: http://edailyupdate.com/chinese-tea-ceremony-wedding/851399/

